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Excavating the Future
in Shenzhen
Mary Ann O’Donnell

In the People’s Republic of China (PRC), the future has not been a
time, but rather an ongoing project to reclaim the country’s rightful place in
the world. The official construction of China’s socialist future began when
Mao Zedong announced the establishment of the PRC on October 1, 1949
and continued with the adoption of Deng Xiaoping’s Reform and Opening
policy in December 1978.1 Mao and Deng agreed that China’s future lay
in strengthening and modernizing society, but famously advocated different
means for achieving that end. Through practices of “continuous revolution”,
Mao aimed to develop the country while preventing the consolidation of a
class of property owners. This strategy produced large-scale infrastructure
projects that integrated the country and serial political movements which
disrupted accumulation and allocation of resources. In contrast, Deng allowed “a few people to get rich first” in order to stimulate the economy,
stabilizing property ownership and capital accumulation within the context
of the Chinese state. Economic liberalization has made China the second
largest economy in the world while creating vast inequalities in the distribution of the country’s wealth.
Since its establishment in 1980, the Shenzhen Special Economic
Zone has played a critical role in the transition from Mao’s explicitly socialist to Deng’s not very socialist vision of China’s future. Indeed, in the
1980s, the Special Zone symbolized the possibility of post-Mao alternatives,
while its emergence as China’s fourth city and world hub for hardware creatives has consolidated its role as a model of urban development elsewhere
in China and the world.2 Shenzhen thus has had two relations to the future
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qua project. On the one hand, Shenzhen has existed as a future project; the
city’s plans and aspirations have been continuously forward looking. On
the other hand, the city’s success has made Shenzhen the model of desired
futures; Shenzhen has become a symbol used to imagine the possibility of a
post-underdeveloped future both in China and throughout the industrializing world.
To map Shenzhen’s diverse (and often contradictory) futures, I offer
a cultural geography of Tianmian Village with respect to the city’s development. Located at the border of Luohu and Futian Districts, Tianmian Village is situated between Shenzhen’s manufacturing future circa 1986 (symbolized by the old city hall) and its anticipated world city status circa 2007
(represented by the Citizen’s Center) (Figure 21.1). In order to reconstruct
competing future projects in Tianmian, I place the urbanized village at the
nexus of a geographic grid: the east-west axis runs between Huaqiangbei
and the Civic Center, while the north-south axis lies between the interior

21.1 Location of Tianmian Village, 1986. This map of extant construction in
Shenzhen circa 1986 shows the location of Tianmian village with respect to the
Wenjing and Luohu Crossings, the old City Hall, and the future site of the New City
Hall. Of note, the map of “extant (现状)” construction does not include informal
development in either Bao’an County or villages within the Special Zone.
Source: Image from the 1986 Shenzhen Special Economic Zone Control Plan [深
圳经济特区总体规划] adapted by Mary Ann O'Donnell and Xu Ting. Government
document: Fair use.
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and Hong Kong. I argue that the lay of the land not only allows us to discern the dialectical emergence of the urban village typology, but also can be
used to unpack other future projects within the city.
My excavation of Shenzhen’s diverse futures begins with the lay of
land and announced policies in order to track how different futures have
been built into the cityscape. Indeed, the city’s shifting landscapes suggest
how the future has been consistently re-imagined. This essay also touches
upon the difficulties of researching urban futures with respect to three, interrelated issues: (1) the diversity of Shenzhen’s built futures; (2) the instability of the future as a project, and; (3) the state-led transition from a relatively independent manufacturing hub to a centralized post-industrial city.

21.2 Location of the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone, 1982.
Source: Government document: Fair use.

Luohu: Futures Past

In 1979, Guangdong Province elevated Bao’an County to Shenzhen Municipality and in 1980, the central government signaled its determination to reform and open the Maoist economy by designating four
special economic zones—Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou, and Xiamen.3 In
Shenzhen, the special zone’s territory was too vast to effectively administer
and circa 1982, Shenzhen Municipality was redistricted as the Shenzhen
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Special Economic Zone and Bao’an County, which were separated by an
internal border—the second line (Figure 21.2). Shenzhen Municipality administered the Special Zone, while the new Bao’an County seat was established at Xin’an, which was located just across the second line near Gushu.
Nevertheless, Bao’an County’s extant tripartite cultural geography—Cantonese, Hakka, and Weitou—critically shaped the construction of Shenzhen futures.
Before its elevation to Shenzhen Municipality, Bao’an County comprised at least three networks of loosely integrated market towns and villages,
which were connected through riparian networks as well as paths through
rice fields and lychee orchards. In Eastern Shenzhen along the banks of the
Pearl River strategically placed docks allowed oyster farmers and fishermen
to navigate between Guangzhou and Hong Kong. Western Bao’an villagers
spoke Dongguan Cantonese and marketed at Shajing and Gushu. Eastern
villagers spoke coastal Hakka and marketed at Guanlan, while beyond the
Wutong Mountain range Hakka villagers marketed at Shatoujiao. On the
isthmus that connects Luohu and Futian Districts of Shenzhen to the Hong
Kong New Territories, villagers spoke Weitou, a language that combined
features of both Cantonese and Hakka. They shopped for manufactured
goods and sold agricultural products at Shenzhen Market, the County Seat
of Bao’an and in Sheungshui, and Yuenlong, markets in the Hong Kong,
crossing the border to farm traditional lands.4
Construction of the Special Zone began in Luohu District, near
the historic Shenzhen Market and extended east to the Shanghai hotel. Located on the Weitou isthmus, the early Special Zone had access to the Port
of Hong Kong via the Kowloon-Canton Railway (KCR) and Wenjingdu
checkpoint, which provided the initial connection between early Shenzhen industrial parks such as Bagualing, Yuanling, and Huaqiangbei and
the world economy. Accordingly, development in Luohu not only adopted
Hong Kong infrastructure standards, business models, and language (Cantonese), but also its international consumerism, architectural aesthetics, and
Canto-pop entertainment. This area was known as “Shenzhen” after the old
market and boasted an array of jobs, goods, and entertainment that were
not available anywhere else in China.
Importantly, construction of the Special Zone did not only focus
on Luohu, but also occurred as extant collectives began to sell agricultural
goods to Hong Kong and set up industrial parks; these were the harbingers
of China’s post-Mao Township and Village Enterprises. More importantly,
this early village and township investment became both the prototype and
driver of early industrial development. In a 2009 edition of the Silver Lake
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Salon, for example, Zhang Ganfu who joined the Shenzhen Commodity
Inspection Bureau in 1984, has stated, “Shenzhen didn’t have an industrial
base. At the beginning, over near the China Aviation Corporation Building
[the Special Zone] established some famous industrial parks—Shuibei and
Huaqiangbei, and China Merchants established the Shekou Industrial Park.
These were government-led. However, only small companies invested there.
The largest investments were made by locals who had fled to Hong Kong
[during the Mao era] and then returned [at the beginning of Reform].”5 Nevertheless, without direct government investment and oversight, Cantonese
and Hakka regions of Bao’an County developed simultaneously with, but
in significantly different ways than did Luohu. Between the stretch of G107
national highway that connected Songgang to the Wenjingdu checkpoint
and the Pearl River coastline, Cantonese townships and villages created an
industrial corridor that stretched into neighboring Dongguan. They also
exported agricultural produce (especially oysters, chickens and water fowl)
to Hong Kong. They imported construction materials from Foshan and
Guangzhou via extant riparian networks. In fact, coastal townships and villages also used their docks to smuggle clothing, electronics, and consumer
goods, including motorcycles and cars from Hong Kong into China. In
contrast, Hakka Shenzhen did not have ready access to Hong Kong except at Buji Market, the second station on the KCR, which was located
just north of the second line and in Shatoujiao, which was isolated from
Shenzhen and the Chinese interior by the Wutong Mountains. As a result,
townships and villages in this area did not urbanize as quickly as elsewhere
in Shenzhen and many villagers sought jobs in the Special Zone, working in
factories and setting up stalls in the original Shenzhen market area.6
This cursory purview of Shenzhen’s first decade indicates that the
city took shape amidst political experimentation, economic opportunism,
and the capacity of local villages and townships to pursue industrialization
and urban development through tacitly approved relationships with Hong
Kong investors.7 The imposition of Shenzhen administrative areas onto
Bao’an’s cultural geography catalyzed the contours of the area’s divergent futures. In western Shenzhen, Bao’an townships and villages were restructuring agricultural holdings into collectively held, local manufacturing bases;
this area would become the city’s manufacturing core. In eastern Shenzhen,
townships and villages found themselves peripheral to both Shenzhen and
Bao’an; this area would provide food and labor for Shenzhen’s boom, while
in recent years its underdevelopment has enabled experiments in green
planning and suburban housing estates. Finally in Luohu, on the previously
marginal Weitou isthmus the first version of Shenzhen’s future—a state-
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sanctioned manufacturing city that accepted Hong Kong as its international
standard—was built.
Re-structuring the Future: From Luohu to Futian

By 1990, it was evident that the Special Zone had already breached
its initial boundaries and concomitant future imaginary. Consequently, the
city restructured territory both inside and outside the second line, establishing its current four-tiered system of city, districts, street offices, and neighborhoods.8 In 1992, the Shenzhen government annexed inner district village
lands and changed villagers’ hukou status. The reconstituted villages became
neighborhoods (juweihui), the basic administrative unit of a Chinese city.9
Importantly for the construction of the new villages, the transfer of land
rights to the city did not include the transfer of built property rights. As part
of their compensation villagers collectively and individually were permitted
to manage and own buildings. The expression “new village” referred to these
settlements and other holdings. Many new villages comprised old and new
sections, including industrial parks. Each village enterprise acted in lieu of
the state, providing water, electricity, sanitation, and road upkeep within its
territorial boundaries. In 1996, Shenzhen promulgated its second Master
Plan. Unlike the 1986 Master Plan, the 1996 edition had a comprehensive
understanding of Shenzhen as a city, even though it had not yet integrated
the villages into the municipal infrastructure grid. At this moment, future
Shenzhen was imagined as an independent city, comprising an urban core
and a rural periphery.
Tianmian: The Postmillennial Transition

In the early 1980s, Tianmian took advantage of its location to
build sixteen factories. Finished products—electronics and toys, for example—were loaded onto pallets into containers and initially shipped abroad
via the Wenjingdu checkpoint and subsequently via the Huanggang checkpoint. Individual villagers accumulated the capital necessary to build private homes by working in factories, operating small shops, and smuggling
goods from Hong Kong to sell in Shenzhen markets. They also acquired
investment capital from Hong Kong relatives and investors. In 1998, Tianmian’s location at the border between Shenzhen’s first downtown at Luohu
and the city’s envisaged new central district, Futian made it an early target for urban renewal and by 2004, Tianmian “village” was a neighborhood within the Shenzhen municipal apparatus. It was connected to the
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municipality’s water and electric grids. Diverse stakeholders, including the
village limited corporation, the central park management department of
Shenzhen Municipality, the Central Park Gelan Yuntian Hotel, and the
Millennium Oasis housing estate legally owned and managed buildings
within its boundaries. Over the next few years, its industrial park would
be repurposed as City of Design, a rebranding that replaced factories with
offices and commercial space.
A description of Tianmian’s emplacement within its immediate landscape, circa 2007 reveals how Shenzhen’s future was successively
reconfigured as the city expanded from its epicenter at Luohu to Futian,
standardizing the city according to ratified plans. Specifically, Tianmian’s
cultural geography reveals how the area’s villages have mediated China’s
post-Mao transition along two developmental trajectories. With respect
to China’s domestic apparatus, rural urbanization in Shenzhen allowed the
planned economy to experiment with marketization of collectively held resources. Additionally, the city’s heterogeneous forms of rural urbanization
also connected China to the capitalist world via logistics, trade, and changing cultural norms and aesthetics. Indeed, mapping village property owner-

21.3 Tianmian, 2007. This map shows the layout of Tianmian new village by property ownership, 2007.
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ship suggests how architecture has mediated the ongoing capitalization of
socialist institutions with respect to the Chinese state and traditional forms
of patrimony (Figure 21.3).
Moving east from Tianmian through Huaqiangbei toward Dongmen, for example, we walk through at least two past futures: (1) the stylized
remnants of a lychee orchard in the city’s Central Park, industrial sites that
were already becoming the world’s largest electronics market and “ground
zero” of shanzhai phone production, commercial areas constructed out of
stalinesque concrete, and early forms of global consumption, when global
hope could be ingested with a Big Mac and fries at China’s first Mickey
D’s, which opened in Dongmen in 1990—the same year that the Shenzhen
Stock Exchange formally opened, and (2) just east of Tianmian and west
of Dongmen, the city saw the rise of higher end consumption, including
the Diwang Commercial Building (1997), Luohu book city (2001), and
China’s first luxury mall, the MixC (2004) (Figure 21.4).

21.4

Past futures, Tianmian Industrial Building and factories, 2006.
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Moving south from Tianmian on our way to the Hong Kong border, we encounter the temptations, illicit desires, and potential dangers of
a suddenly wide-open future. Immediately south of Tianmian, the Huanggang checkpoint allowed cargo transport as of December 29, 1989 and individual crossing as of August 8, 1991. The concomitant surge of Hong
Kong businessmen and day-trippers into the city resulted in the growth of
hair salons, spas, massage parlors, karaoke bars, and “mistress” apartment
buildings. Concurrently, Hong Kong commodities introduced Shenzheners
to the pleasures of shopping. In 2006, Shenzhen decisively intervened in
this landscape on two fronts. First, Shenzhen rounded up and paraded sex
workers through the streets of Shazui Village, announcing its intention to
crackdown on prostitution within its new urban center.10 Second, Futian
District demolished 17 high-rise apartments that Yunong Village had built
next to the checkpoint to make way for officially sanctioned, urban renewal
on the Tianmian model (Figure 21.5).

21.5

Illicit futures, anti-drug campaign, Tianmian, 2003.
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Moving west from Tianmian, we reach the Citizen Center, which
became the political and cultural center of Shenzhen as of May 31, 2004.
Construction of the Citizen Center anticipated a new form of Shenzhen
dream space: glass high-rises, environmentally friendly buildings, and exquisitely landscaped green space that stretched along 8-lane expressways. To
walk from Tianmian to the Citizen Center is to walk through a world where
all Shenzhen residents have access to government officials, work white-collar
jobs, live in upscale housing, play in clean parks, and relax in shopping
malls, and consider ¥RMB 35 cup of coffee to be as cheap as “a side dish”.
Moving west, we also see how by grafting “harmonious Shenzhen” onto the
dreams of “export manufacturing” Shenzhen, the city presents its global
pretensions as if everyone in the city has immediate and easy access to its
wealth. “Come,” the city hailed migrants in 2006, “and you are a Shenzhener” (Figure 21.6).

21.6

Desired futures, Tianmian city office building, 2007.
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Moving north from Shenzhen, we reach the outer districts and neidi,
China’s hinterland, where farmers “wash their feet and leave the paddy”—
the first step in their transformation from farmers into floating members of
the urban proletariat. Importantly, since its establishment, Shenzhen has
been inhabited by two kinds of farmers. Shenzhen’s local villagers (or “indigenous residents” as they are now called) were farmers who took advantage of compensatory trade, establishing village industrial parks and building rental properties for the second group of farmers—migrant workers.
Consequently, moving north out of Shenzhen, across the decommissioned
second line and into Dongguan is to encounter rural spaces in various stages
of urbanization. Moving north and further inland, the un-renovated ruins
of Bao’an villages are inhabited by Shenzhen’s poorest migrants, who cannot be represented by current political categories because they too closely
reproduce conditions in “rural China” and not “Shenzhen” (Figure 21.7).

21.7

Discarded futures, Tianmian window convenience shop, 2004.
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When we place Tianmian at the nexus of its cardinal points—Dongmen, Hong Kong, Citizen’s Center, and neidi—we see how different futures
have been built into the landscape with respect to different understandings
of future possibility. We can also plot different buildings as material expressions of these competing values and implied futures—the free markets of
Dongmen, upscale consumerism of Hong Kong, the rational centralism of
the Citizen’s Center, and the absence of the future in neidi. Indeed we see
how place names not only orient one in space, but also with respect to shifting access to resources (Figure 21.8).

21.8 Future extensions. This graph shows future trajectories built into the Shenzhen cityscape, circa 2007. It highlights Tianmian’s transitional location between
the 1980s Special Zone and 2000s Municipality.
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Baishizhou: Which Future?

Susan Buck-Morss’s interpretation of Benjamin’s reading of the material culture of Paris in the nineteenth century inspired my exploration of
Tianmian and its immediate environs circa 2007, when the city was poised
at the cusp of its transition from a manufacturing to a post-industrial city.
With the Arcades Project Benjamin aimed to create a materialist pedagogy
that would allow those of us in the present to awake from our historical slip
by excavating the emancipatory potential of the past.11 This potential was
immanent through the inclusion of symbols and forms—such as architectural citations of the agora, for example—that referred to utopian imaginaries of more inclusive societies. I conclude with the suggestion that the
multiple futures that converged in Tianmian reveal situated alternatives to
the current model of urban development.
Almost immediately after the renovations of Tianmian finished in
2004, Shenzhen finished expropriating village land in its outer districts and
passed a series of legislation that made urban village renovation a key component of the city’s planned future. Suddenly, the city’s imagined future included standardizing its unruly villages. Five years later in 2009, Shenzhen
promulgated the Shenzhen Urban Renewal Method encouraging developers
to draw-up renovation plans that would bring urban villages into alignment
with the city’s view of itself as a world city. That year, 93 village renewal
projects were approved citywide and caused investment in re-development
to triple, jumping from ¥RMB 672.3 million in 2009 to ¥RMB 2.51 billion in 2010.12
Unlike earlier versions of Shenzhen’s future, the current future disappears the city’s working class and its manufacturing past. Post-2009 projects such as the redevelopment of Gangxia13 and Caiwuwei Villages,14 for
example, as well as renovations of outer district villages, especially along
extant and proposed subway lines quickly eclipsed the renovations of Tianmian. Unlike the 2004 model of development, which included at least three
classes of housing and locations for mom and pop commercial activities, the
post-2009 model entailed massive compensation packages and replacement
of the dense, multiuse urban village environment with an upscale, gated
community, office buildings, and mall. Indeed, the renovation of Gangxia
reputedly created twenty billionaires in a drawn-out negotiation that was
staged directly south of the Civic Center, solidifying class antagonisms that
had been present, but not dominant in Tianmian style renovations.15 In the
Tianmian renovation, the new village comprised four general areas: highend commercial, high-end residential, middling commercial and residen-
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tial, and low-end commercial and residential. This layout has allowed for a
diverse spectrum of residents and livelihoods within the village. In contrast,
the redevelopment of Gangxia entailed the construction of high-end commercial and residential buildings. When Gangxia Village was demolished,
an estimated 100,000 people were evicted. Only villagers who had equity
in the old village received compensation and could afford to move back to
the area, while the majority of Gangxia residents relocated to other urban
villages that were not as conveniently located.
In retrospect, as high-end developments such as Gangxia have replaced downtown Shenzhen’s urban villages, we see that the emancipatory
potential of transitional Shenzhen derived not only from mixed-use developments, but also from the way that urban villages accommodated informal, semi-formal, and formal economies. The Tianmian future included
rental spaces for working class families and small mom and pop shops, even
as the factories were retrofitted as design offices. In contrast, the Gangxia
future has been occupied by the financial and commercial elites, with an
eye to attracting multi-national capital. Appeals to neo-liberal exclusions in
other world cities further buttress this argument. Indeed, mapping Gangxia with respect to its immediate neighbors provides a very different map
than did the Tianmian model. East of Gangxia is Shenzhen’s Central Park
which separates the area from a string of older, not-yet-redeveloped urban
villages; South of Gangxia is the recently opened Futian Checkpoint that
connects the Shenzhen and Hong Kong subway systems; West of Gangxia
is the Coco Park Shopping Mall, and; North of Gangxia is the city’s new
Citizen’s Center. Based on this mapping of Gangxia and in comparison with
Tianmian, Shenzhen’s future abruptly not only resembles that of the shiny,
corporate post-industrial downtowns of New York, London, and Tokyo, but
also its “true north” is the Chinese state.
The last urban village scheduled to be redeveloped in Shenzhen’s
inner districts is Baishizhou, where Tianmian social logics obtain. Formally,
the village is connected to the urban water and electrical grids, with state
presence via a post-office, two clinics, and three elementary schools. There
are Shenzhen based chain stores in Baishizhou, however, individuals rather
than state-owned enterprises or multi-nationals run the majority of fresh
markets, shops, restaurants and production centers. Start-ups share factory
space with logistics companies, car detailing studios, and workshops that assemble small batches of circuit boards to spec as well as hip centers of youth
culture—a kendo studio, a hacker space, two micro-breweries, and a bar
that has live music. For many Shenzheners, this plethora of entrepreneurial
enterprise as well as convenient and low-cost housing represents the op-
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portunities that once made Shenzhen a place from which individual futures
could be imagined. In Baishizhou and throughout Shenzhen, this kind of
small-scale gentrification appears as an alternative and more inclusive future
to large-scale redevelopment.
As of March 2014, Baishizhou was slated for Gangxia style renovation and in September 2016 demolition of its western industrial signaled
the beginning of its redevelopment, even as Shenzhen began to publicly
reconsider demolition as a preferred method of redevelopment.16
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